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What is left to do?
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SET/SEM

• SEM for the Module

• SET for Peer and Dario

https://bluecastle-uk-surveys.nottingham.ac.uk
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Content

• Experimentation Preparation

• Experimentation

• Output Analysis

• Coursework 2

We focus on stochastic simulation!
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Experimentation Preparation

For useful spreadsheets see accompanying website to 
Robinson (2014)

https://www.macmillanihe.com/companion/Robinson-Simulation2/learning-resources/Spreadsheets/

https://www.macmillanihe.com/companion/Robinson-Simulation2/learning-resources/Spreadsheets/


Experimentation Preparation

• What is experimentation preparation about?

– Obtaining accurate results (for stochastic simulation)

• Obtaining accurate results on the performance of the model (estimate of 
average performance and its variability).

• This says nothing about how accurately the model predicts the 
performance of the real system

– Use black box validation for this
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Types of Systems

• Types of Systems
– Terminating (natural end point that determines the length of a run) vs. 

non terminating (there is no specific reason why the simulation 
experiment should terminate)

– Transient (the distribution of the output is constantly changing; true 
for most terminating simulations) vs. steady state (the output is 
varying to some fixed (steady-state) distribution; true for most non-
terminating simulations)

7

Robinson (2014)
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G54SOD

Experimentation Preparation

1. Dealing with initialisation bias (non-terminating simulations only)

– Solutions:

a) Run model for a warm-up period: Running the model until it reaches a 
realistic condition and only collect results from the model after this point

b) Set initial conditions in the model: Place the model in realistic conditions 
at the start of the simulation run [not practical]

2. Obtaining sufficient output data (terminating and non terminating simulations)

– Solutions:

a) Multiple replications (terminating or non-terminating simulations): 
Equivalent to taking multiple samples in statistics; multiple runs of the 
simulation model with different random number streams

b) Single long run (non-terminating simulations): Equivalent to taking one 
large sample in statistics [not practical; some statistical concerns]
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Dealing with Initialisation Bias

• Running the model for a warm-up period
– Needs to be long enough to ensure that the model is in a realistic 

condition (the difficulty lies in determining whether the model is in a 
realistic condition)

– Method categories for determining the warm-up period length 
(Robinson, 2002)

• Graphical methods; heuristic approaches; statistical methods; 
initialisation bias tests; hybrid methods

– Most commonly used methods for estimating the warm-up period

• Time series inspection

• Welch's method
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Time Series Inspection 
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G54SOD

Welch's Method

14

Robinson (2014)
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Welch's Method
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Dealing with Initialisation Bias

• Important things to consider

– If the model has more than one key response the initial transient 
should be investigated for each one

– In theory, the warm-up period should be determined separately for 
every experimental scenario; in practice it is only done for the base 
scenario!
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Run length

• Warm-up period generally takes less than 10 percent of the 
run length
– Rule of thumb:

• Experiment run length equals 10 x warm-up period 

• This implies a total run length of 11 x warm-up period (including 1 x for 
the warm up period that is removed)
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G54SOD

Experimentation Preparation

1. Dealing with initialisation bias
– Solutions:

a) Run model for a warm-up period: Running the model until it reaches a 
realistic condition and only collect results from the model after this point

b) Set initial conditions in the model: Place the model in realistic conditions 
at the start of the simulation run [not practical]

2. Obtaining sufficient output data
– Solutions:

a) Multiple replications (terminating or non-terminating simulations): 
Equivalent to taking multiple samples in statistics; multiple runs of the 
simulation model with different random number streams

b) Single long run (non-terminating simulations): Equivalent to taking one 
large sample in statistics [not practical; some statistical concerns]
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Obtaining Sufficient Output Data

• Multiple replications

– Multiple replications are performed by changing the random number 
stream

– Producing multiple samples in order to get better estimates for the 
mean performance

– Most commonly used methods for estimating the number of required 
replications:

• Plotting cumulative means

• Confidence interval method
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Plotting Cumulative Means

• As more replications are performed the graph should become a flat line (minimal 
variability, no upwards and downwards trends)
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Confidence Interval Method

• Statistical means for showing how accurately the mean 
average of a value is estimated

• The narrower the interval the more accurate the estimate (i.e. 
the smaller the deviation between the upper and lower limit)

• Standard applications
– Use 95% confidence interval (sign. level α=5%)

• This gives a 95% probability that the value of the true mean (obtained if 
the model is run for an infinite period) lies within the confidence interval

• Critical applications
– Use 99% confidence interval (sign. level α=1%)
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Confidence Interval Method

• Finally the modeller needs to decide which %deviation 
between the upper and the lower limit is acceptable and 
choose the required number of replications to stay below this 
%deviation from the statistics
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Confidence Interval Method

23

Robinson (2014)
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Confidence Interval Method
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Obtaining Sufficient Output Data

• Important things to consider

– Run length:

• Transient models have a defined run length (e.g. one day)

• Steady state models should be run at least 10x the warm-up period

• Remember to delete the warm-up period data before conducting any 
further analysis if you have a non-terminating simulation!

– In theory, the number of replications should be determined separately 
for every experimental scenario; in practice it is only done for the base 
scenario!

– If the model has more than one key response the number of 
replications should be chosen on the basis of the response that 
requires the most replications
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Obtaining Sufficient Output Data

• Best solution:
– Multiple replications of long runs!

• The more output data can be obtained, the larger the sample, and the
more certainty there can be in the accuracy of the results
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Experimentation Preparation

• Experiment design
– How do we identifying the experimental factors that have the 

greatest impact (i.e. give the greatest improvement towards meeting 
the objectives of the simulation study)?

• Data analysis:

– By analysing data in a model it is sometimes possible to draw conclusions 
about the likely impact of a change to an experimental factor

• Expert knowledge

– Subject matter experts often have a good understanding of the system and 
the factors that are likely to have a big impact on the responses

• Preliminary experimentation

– Interactive simulation can be used to quickly try out different levels based 
of what is observed during the simulation run

– Preliminary (simple) sensitivity analysis
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Experimentation Preparation

• Sensitivity Analysis (SA)
– Definition

• Evaluation of the influence of variable model inputs on the variability of a 
specific model outcome 

– Main purpose

• Informs about the robustness of findings gained with a model

– An overly sensitive model would not be very useful because we will never 
know all inputs with absolute certainty

• Informs about the relative sensitivity of inputs and hence the processes 
which are modulated by these inputs

– SA helps to tell the important from the less important processes and thereby 
facilitates detecting and understanding causality

In ABM this is often used as a form of experiment
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Experimentation Preparation

• Sensitivity Analysis
– Model inputs:

• Experimental factors and model data

– Process:

• Vary input (I)

• Run the simulation

• Measure the effect on the response

– Result:

• Significant shift in response?

– Response sensitive to input change

• No significant shift in response?

– Response insensitive to input change
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Experimentation Preparation

• Sensitivity Analysis

– Useful for improving the understanding of the model:

• Assessing the effect of uncertainties in the data

• Understanding how changes to the experimental factors affect responses

• Assessing the robustness of a solution

– SA can be time consuming and should be restricted to key inputs

• ... about which there is greatest uncertainty

• ... which are believed to have the greatest impact on the response
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Experimentation Preparation

• Experiment design

– Improving the efficiency of the experimentation process

• In search experimentation it is often not possible to try all scenarios (i.e. 
all factor/level combinations) 

– Identifying the experimental factors that are most likely to lead to 
significant improvements, therefore reducing the total factor/level 
combinations to be investigated
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Experimentation Preparation

• Experiment design

– Problem with identifying important experimental factors

• When factors are changed in isolation they may have a very different 
effect compared to when they are changed in combination

• Factors might have a statistically significant effect on simulation output 
but changes in the real system could have limited practical significance

Importance requires both, statistical and practical significance!
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Experimentation Preparation

• Developing an understanding of the solution space

– Simulating a limited number of scenarios often allows you already to 
form an opinion as to the likely outcomes of other scenarios

– How does it work? What methods can you apply?

• Thinking about the likelihood of a scenario to give the desired output and 
only simulating the ones likely to lead to success

• Using linear interpolation (assumes that the solution space is linear)

• Using unconstrained models (e.g. removing queue limits) – in this way 
maximum requirements can be established [this is very useful!]

• Perform some experiments with factor levels that are far apart
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Experimentation Preparation

• Experiment design: 2k factorial designs
– k = number of experimental factors

– Each factor is set to two levels (+ and -)

– Example:

• k = 3 → 23 = 8 scenarios are simulated and the responses recorded

• This allows to calculate the mean average effect on the response of 
changing a factor from its – to its + level → Main Effect

• Main effect
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Experimentation Preparation

• Experiment design: 2k factorial designs
– Example (cont.)

• Main effect

– If main effect of factor is positive, changing the factor from – to + level 
increases the response by the value of the main effect (at average)

» Indicates the direction of change required to achieve a certain effect

» Identifies the most important factors

• Interaction effect

– If the interaction effect between two factors is positive then setting factor 1 
and 2 at the same level (either – or +) will increase the response
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Experimentation Preparation

• Other approaches to Experiment Design

– Fractional factorial design

• When you have too many factors

– ANOVA

• Involves a series of hypothesis tests in which it is determined whether 
changes to the experimental factors have an effect on the response

– SimHeuristics

• We come back to this later ...



Experimentation
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Experimentation

• Interactive experimentation (exploratory simulation)
– Performs model runs with specified parameters

– Involves watching the simulation and making changes to the model to 
see the effects

• Develop an understanding of the model

• Identify key problem areas

• Identify potential solutions

• Batch experimentation (parameter variation)
– Performs multiple model runs varying non or one or more parameters

– Display is normally switched off to improve run speed
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Experimentation

• Comparing alternatives (manual optimisation)
– There is a limited number of scenarios to be compared

– Scenarios emerge as the simulation study progresses

• Search experimentation (automated optimisation)
– Searches for a parameter set corresponding to the best value of the 

provided objective function; a number of constraints on parameters or 
model variables can be specified

– One or more experimental factors are varied until a target or optimum 
level is reached
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Optimisation Experiment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3pM30wQfxV8

Perhaps also useful: Using Agents in a Process Flow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88D95QYtduM
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Optimization experiment.mp4
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Optimisation Experiment

https://dev.heuristiclab.com/trac.fcgi/
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SimHeuristics
Combinatorial Optimisation Considering Uncertainty

G54SOD

Juan et al (2015)
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Output Analysis

For useful spreadsheets see accompanying website to 
Robinson (2014)

https://www.macmillanihe.com/companion/Robinson-Simulation2/learning-resources/Spreadsheets/

https://www.macmillanihe.com/companion/Robinson-Simulation2/learning-resources/Spreadsheets/


Output Analysis – Single Scenario

• For each response two measures are generally of interest
– Mean

– Variability
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Output Analysis – Single Scenario

• Point estimate: Mean
– A point estimate is a single value given as the estimate of a population 

parameter that is of interest, for example the mean of some quantity

• Interval estimate: Variability
– Because simulation experiments provide only a sample of output data 

it is important that a confidence interval for each mean is reported

– The confidence interval provides information about the range within 
which the population mean is expected to lie
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Output Analysis - Comparing Alternatives

• Is the difference in a results significant?
– Not simply a case of comparing mean values of key responses

– Example:

• Key response: daily throughput

– Scenario A: Mean = 1050 units per day

– Scenario B: Mean = 1080 units per day

• Is scenario B the better alternative?

• We need to consider two more factors:

– Standard deviation of each mean daily throughput

– Number of replications (or batches)

• A small number of replications and a lot of variation in the results gives 
little confidence that the difference is significant!
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Output Analysis - Comparing Alternatives

• A paired-t confidence interval helps to identify the statistical 
significance of a difference in the result of two scenarios.
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Output Analysis - Comparing Alternatives

• The resulting confidence interval can lead to three outcomes:
– Outcome a: It can be concluded with the specified level of confidence

(usually 95%) that the result of scenario 1 is less than (<) the result for 
scenario 2

– Outcome b: It can be concluded with the specified level of confidence
(usually 95%) that the result of scenario 1 is not significantly different
from the result of scenario 2

– Outcome c: It can be concluded with the specified level of confidence
(usually 95%) that the result of scenario 1 is greater than (>) the result 
for scenario 2
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Output Analysis - Comparing Alternatives

• What is the difference between:
– Statistical significance of a difference in the result

– Practical significance of a difference in the result 

• Statistical significance:
– Is the difference in the result real?

• Practical significance:
– Is the difference sufficiently large to affect the decision?
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Output Analysis - Comparing Alternatives

• Experimental set up:
– Warm-up period: 6 days

– Number of replications: 6

– Run length: 10x warm-up period = 60 days
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Output Analysis - Comparing Alternatives

• Throughput per day

• Average time in system per day
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Output Analysis - Comparing Many Scenarios

• Use paired-t confidence interval + Bonferroni inequality
– If we want to make c confidence interval statements, the confidence 

interval should be formed with a significance level of α/c

– If we want to compare each scenario to the current set-up (base 
scenario) then c=s-1 where s is the number of scenarios

• Example: Comparing 4 scenarios to the base scenario

– c = 5-1 = 4

– If overall  confidence required = 95% (α = 5%) then the individual significance 
levels α = 5/4 = 1.25% 

– If we want to compare each scenario to each scenario then c = s(s-1)/2

• Example: Comparing 5 scenarios

– c = 5*(4/2) = 10

– If overall  confidence required = 95% (α = 5%) then the individual significance 
levels α = 5/10 = 0.5%
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Output Analysis - Comparing Many Scenarios

• The examples in tables:
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Output Analysis - Comparing Many Scenarios

• Conclusion:
– Use of Bonferroni inequality is quite effective as long as the number of 

scenarios stays small

– As the amount of scenarios increases the number of confidence 
intervals can quickly become unmanageable (in particular for full 
comparisons)
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Coursework 2

• Scenario 1: Smart Library
– AI that guides students to the (potentially) shortest queue at checkout

– Staff optimisation using a central workforce pool (for different 
departments within the library)

– ...

• Scenario 2: Smart UoN Hopper bus service
– Improving the service provided to users while also making a more 

efficient use of resources (buses and drivers)

– Introducing intelligent mobility

– ...
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Coursework 2

• Split of marks:
– Conceptual model {20%}

– Implemented model {40%}

– Simulation-optimisation experiment {30%}

– Demonstration video {10%}

• Submission deadline
– 20 May @ 10am 
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Questions / Comments
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